Cultivation and characterization of limbal epithelial stem cells on contact lenses with a feeder layer: toward the treatment of limbal stem cell deficiency.
Limbal epithelial sheets are used to promote corneal surface reconstruction after the detection of limbal epithelial stem cell deficiency. The aim of this study was to evaluate a novel combination of limbal stem cells (LSCs) maintained on contact lenses (CLs) in the presence of a 3T3 feeder cell layer regarding preservation of stem cell phenotype and the potential use for future in vivo transplantation. Limbal epithelial cells were isolated from rabbit cornea and cultured with 3T3 cells on CLs. The preservation of LSC phenotype was determined using p63α and ABCG2 immunostaining, whereas epithelial differentiation was evaluated using CK3 and CK19. The colony-forming assay was used to determine the percentage of LSCs in cultures. Finally, CLs seeded with PKH26-labeled LSCs were transferred to rabbit eyes after performing a surgical keratectomy, and the transition and phenotype of labeled cells on the corneal surface were evaluated in whole-mount corneas. Proliferation of individual limbal cells was observed on CLs with a 3T3 feeder cell layer, showing holoclone formation and retention of viable stem or progenitor cell phenotype. Finally, a higher transition of cultivated cells after a dual sequential CL transplantation to the ocular surface was observed, showing the preservation of the LSC phenotype in the corneal surface. Limbal cells cultivated on a CL carrier overlaying a 3T3 feeder layer are mitotically active and retain the LSC phenotype. This novel technique of using CLs as a carrier offers an easily manipulable and nonimmunogenic method for transferring LSCs for ocular surface reconstruction in patients with limbal epithelial stem cell deficiency.